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Abstract

Material distribution topology optimization methods aim to place opti-
mally material within a given domain or space. These methos use a so-
called material indicator function ρ to determine for each point within
the design domain whether it contains material (ρ“ 1) or void (ρ“ 0).

The most common topology optimization problem is the minimum com-
pliance problem. This thesis studies the problem to minimize the com-
pliance of a cantilever beam subject to a given load. The displacement
of the beam is governed by a differential equation. Here, we use the fi-
nite element method to solve this continuous problem numerically. This
method approximates the problem by partitioning the given domain into
a finite number of elements. In material distribution topology optimiza-
tion, each element En is assigned a design variable ρn that indicates
whether this element is void (ρn “ 0) or contains material (ρn “ 1).
There is a problem of allowing ρn “ 0 to represent the voids: the linear
system arising from the finite element approximation may be (will al-
most surely be) ill-conditioned. Generally, by using a weak material to
approximate the voids (letting ρn “ ρ, where 0ă ρ! 1, represent void),
the finite-dimensional problem is solvable.

The choice of parameter ρ in the weak material approximation is trade-
off between accuracy (a smaller ρ gives a smaller error) and condition-
ing (the condition number grows as ρ decreases). Therefore, instead of
using a weak material approximation, we use ρn “ 0 and ρn “ 1 to rep-
resent void and material, respectively. To alleviate the ill-conditioning
problem, we introduce a preconditioner, which for each degree of free-
dom is based on the sum of design variables in elements neighbouring
the corresponding node.

To study the effect of the preconditioning, we consider a one-dimensional
bar and show that, under certain assumptions, the linear system becomes
well-conditioned after preconditioning. Moreover, we use the proposed
preconditioning method as part of a material distribution based algo-
rithm to solve the problem to minimize the compliance of a cantilever
beam subject to a given load. We present results obtained by solving
large-sclae optimization problems; these results illustrate that the pro-
posed preconditioning approach ensures a well-conditioned linear sys-
tem through the optimization process.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, the design optimization field has been studied widely. The main
purpose of design optimization is to find how to design a device with desirable properties.
However, there may exist not only one but many designs that would fulfill the given re-
quirements. In most cases, it seems to be impossible to enumerate all feasible designs for
evaluating them in order to choose the best one. Rather than manually modifying the design
in the search for a better one, an appealing alternative (which will employed in this thesis)
is to let a computer algorithm systematically search for an improved design.

Design optimization methods are classified in order of generality as sizing, boundary shape
and topology optimization. In a sizing problem, one would like to find the optimal size
of parts of a given structure. On the other hand, boundary shape optimization aims to
determine not only the optimal size of the parts of structure but also the optimum shape
of a given domain. However, the most general design optimization method, which also
optimizes the connectivity of the design.

The field of topology optimization has been subject to intense research since the article
regarding material distribution method for the design of elastic continuum structures by
Bendsøe and Kikuchi [2] was published in 1988. Since then, such material distribution
has been widely applied to a range of different physics research fields. The most popular
research in this field is a well-known comprehensive account on topology optimization and
a variety of its applications was published in the monograph by Bendsøe and Sigmund
[3]. Furthermore, there is a number of researchs have been done in different fields such as
electromagnetics (by Wadbro et al [4], by Elesin et al [5], by Hassan et al [6] and by Erentok
et al [7]), fluid-structure interaction (by Andreasen et al [8] and by Yoon [9]), acoustics (by
Kook et al [10], by Wadbro [11] and by Christiansen et al [12]) and linear and nonlinear
elasticity (by Clausen et al [13], by Park et al [14] and by Klarbring et al [15]).

In material distribution topology optimization, a so-called material indicator function ρ :
ΩG ĂRd Ñt0,1u is introduced to illustrate presence (ρ“ 1) or absence (ρ“ 0) of material
within a given design area ΩG [3]. The topology optimization problem is typically solved
numerically by partitioning the domain Ω into N elements and solving it by finite element
approximation. Then each element has a value of ρi P t0,1u, i“ 1,2, ...,N, that determines
whether this element contains material of void. However, from a mathematical viewpoing,
this material–void problem is ill-posed. One approach to resolve the ill-posedness is to
relax the feasible set of the material indicator by allowing ρi P r0,1s, i P t1, ..,Nu. In the
continuous cases, such relaxation is necessary to ensure that there exists the solution. The
drawback here is the solution of the relaxation approach is not the solution of the original
problem. Then a penalization technique is applied. However, this penalization may cause
mesh-dependent solution of this problems. The mesh-dependency problem is solved by
using filtering procedures such as sensitive filtering or density filtering.

However, there still exists a problem when using material indicator, that is if ρi“ 0 for some
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i P t1, ...,Nu then there is no the existence and uniqueness of solution for the problem. The
most useful popular technique to apply a lower bound on the material indicator function,
so that ρi P rρ,1s, i P t1, ..,Nu where 0 ă ρ ! 1. The approach have been used commonly
in the most researches (see for example referrences [3], [16], [17]). The main drawback
of this method is that the material indicator function is not exactly zero for indicating an
absence of material as it should be in the original problem. In this thesis, we use another
approach to attack this problem, that is preconditioning the stiffness matrix on the finite
element approximation to ensure that there exists a unique solution to the problem.

In the following chapters, we discuss more about the material distribution topology opti-
mization of the minimization of compliance for the cantilever beam problem and the so-
lution to avoid the singular stiffness matrix by using preconditioning method. Chapter
2 will show the finite element method for the linear elastostatics. In Chapter 3, we will
show the topology optimization by distribution isotropic material. After that, Chapter 4 will
be discussed about using nonlinear fW-mean filters to avoid mesh-dependent problems of
topology optimization using Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) approach.
The most important chapter is Chapter 5, that describes an approach for an uniqueness and
an existence of the solution of the linear elastic problem when using ρ “ 0. The last two
chapters will show the result of the thesis as well as discussing about them, respectively.
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2 The finite elements methods for the linear
elastostatics

Consider an area Ω that contains an elastic material, let ω be an arbitrary subdomain of Ω,
Bω is its boundary, and n is the exterior normal vector. There is two types of force apply on
ω. The first one is so-called internal forces (or body forces) b acting on the entire domain.
The second one is the forces acting on the boundary Bω, these forces take the form σ ¨ n,
where σ is stress tensor. By summing those types of force we attain the total force f on Ω

f “
ż

ω

bdx`
ż

Bω

σ ¨nds. (2.1)

From the divergence theorem on the boundary integral we obtain

f “
ż

ω

pb`∇ ¨σqdx. (2.2)

In equilibrium f “ 0 and because of arbitrary ω, we can conclude that

b`∇ ¨σ“ 0. (2.3)

The displacement of a material point is defined as the vector u“ x´x0, where x, x0 is the
current and the initial position of the material point, respectively.

Therefore, the basic problem of linear elastostatics is to find the stress tensor σ and the
displacement vector u such that [1]

$

’

&

’

%

´∇ ¨ pEεpuqq “ b, in Ω

u“ 0, on ΓD

pEεpuqq ¨n“ t, on ΓL

(2.4)

where ΓD and ΓL are two boundary portions associated with the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions, respectively. Furthermore, b P L2pΩqd denotes the internal force in Ω

and t P L2pΓLq
d is surface force densities on boundary ΓL “ BΩzΓ̄D. The strain tensor εpuq

is defined by

εpuq “
1
2
p∇u`∇uT q. (2.5)

The generalized Hooke’s law of the theory of linear elasticity for isotropic materials implies

σ“ Eεpuq “ 2µεpuq`λp∇ ¨uqI, (2.6)

where E is the fourth-order elasticity tensor. The Lamé parameters λ and µ are defined as

λ“
Eν

p1`νqp1´2νq
, (2.7)
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Figure 1: Demonstration of linear elastrostatics problem of body Ω deforming under a
internal force b and boundary force t. The solid line illustrates the initial state
and the dashed line shows the deformed state of configuration [1].

and

µ“
E

2p1`νq
, (2.8)

where ν are constant throughout the material.

2.1 Variational form

In order to derive the variational formulation of (2.4), let

U “ tu P H1pΩqd | u |ΓD” 0u. (2.9)

be the set of kinematically admissible displacement of structure as it was defined in (3.4).
By multiplying b“ ∇ ¨σ with a test function v P U and then integrating by parts, we get

ż

Ω

b ¨v“
ż

Ω

p´∇ ¨σqv (2.10)

ô

ż

BΩ

pσ ¨nqv`
ż

Ω

σ : ∇v“
ż

Ω

b ¨v (2.11)

where the colon ”:” denotes the contraction operator of the two matrices. By using boundary
condition σ ¨n“ t on ΓL and the Dirichlet boundary condition u“ 0 on ΓD, we get

ż

Ω

σ : ∇v“
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v @v P U . (2.12)

For any matrix, one can decompose it into symmetric and anti-symmetric part i.e. A “
pA`AT q{2`pA´AT q{2. Then we apply that into σ : ∇v to get

σ : ∇v“ σ :
1
2
p∇v`∇vT q`σ :

1
2
p∇v´∇vT q (2.13)

“ σ : εpvq`0, (2.14)
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where ∇v´∇vT is skew-symmetric matrix and because σ is symmetric matrix so the second
term of the right hand side (2.13) is cancelled out

σ :
1
2
p∇v´∇vT q “ 0. (2.15)

Then (2.12) will become
ż

Ω

σ : εpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v @v P U . (2.16)

Now, we can insert Hooke’s law from equation (2.4) which is σ“ Ei jklεpuq then we end up
with

ż

Ω

pEεpuqq : εpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v @v P U . (2.17)

Hence, the variational form of (2.17) is: Find u P U such that

apu,vq “ lpvq @v P U . (2.18)

where the bilinear form ap¨, ¨q and the linear form lp¨q are defined as

apu,vq “
ż

Ω

pEεpuqq : εpvq “
ż

Ω

Ei jklεi jpuqεklpvq, (2.19)

lpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v. (2.20)

Remark 1: The bilinear form of apu,vq can be written in the form

apu,vq “
ż

Ω

p2µεpuq : εpvq`λp∇ ¨uqp∇ ¨vqqdΩ. (2.21)

2.2 Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution

We now need to show that there are existence and uniqueness of the solution of the weak
formulation (2.18). In order to do that, firstly we should define the norm on U to measure
the size of various matrices, tensors, and vectors involved as the following. For any nˆ n
matrix or tensor A, and any nˆ1 vector b, the norm of them on U are defined as

}A}2U “
n
ÿ

i, j“1

}Ai j}
2
H1pΩq (2.22)

}b}2U “
n
ÿ

i“1

}bi}
2
H1pΩq (2.23)
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The semi-norms of A and b on U are obtained analogously. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, the continuity of ap¨, ¨q obeys

apu,vq “
ż

Ω

p2µεpuq : εpvq`λp∇ ¨uqp∇ ¨vqqdΩ (2.24)

ď 2µ}εpuq}}εpvq}`λ}∇ ¨u}}∇ ¨v} (2.25)

ďC}∇u}}∇v} (2.26)

ďC}u}U}v}U . (2.27)

From the trace inequality

}v}ΓN ďCp}∇v}`}v}q ďC}v}U (2.28)

Then using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the continuity of lp¨q follows

lpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v (2.29)

ď }b}}v}`}t}ΓN}v}ΓN (2.30)

ďC}v}U (2.31)

By using Korn’s Inequality

C}∇v}2 ď }εpvq}2 “
ż

Ω

n
ÿ

i, j“1

εi jpvqεi jpvqdx (2.32)

we can prove coercivity of ap¨, ¨q

apu,uq “ 2µ}εpuq}2`λ}∇ ¨u}2 ď 2µ}εpuq}2 ďC}∇u}2 ď m}v}2U (2.33)

Therefore, now we can conclude that there exist a unique solution u P U to the weak form
(2.18).

2.3 Finite Element Approximation

From the previous section 2.2, we have shown that the variational form (2.18) obeys the
Lax-Milgram theorem, which has a unique solution u P U ; thus it can be approximated with
finite elements. We decide to approximate each component of u using continuous piecewise
bilinears. Let Q “ tpr,sq : ´1 ă r,s ă 1u be a reference square and Q “ tQu be a shape
quadrilateral mesh on Ω and let PpQq be the space of bilinear functions. Then we let Uh be
the polynomial space

Uh “ tu P U | u|Q P rPpQqs2,@Q PQu (2.34)

in which, all displacement vector with continuous piecewise bilinear components vanishing
on ΓD. Hence, the finite element method take the form: Find uh P Uh, such that

apuh,vq “ lpvq, @v P Uh. (2.35)
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3 Topology optimization by isotropic mate-
rial distribution

In the previous chapter, we defined variational formulation (2.18). In this chapter, from the
domain Ω, we define the optimal compliance design into the problem of finding the optimal
stiffness tensor E that is chosen to be a design variable over the domain Ω.

We consider the minimization of compliance for the cantilever beam in the domain that is
shown in figure 2. The beam is held at its left hand side, that boundary portion is denoted
as ΓD. A downward force is applied vertically that is uniformly distributed over ΓF , which
is a portion of 10% at the middle of the right hand side boundary of the domain ΩG.

As we discussed in Chapter 1, we define that the presence/absence of material by a material
indicator function (design variables) ρ. The variational formulation (3.1) in the following is
solved by using bilinear finite elements. Find u P U such that

apρ;u,vq “ lpvq, @v P U . (3.1)

The energy bilinear form a and the load linear form l are defined as

apρ;u,vq “
ż

Ω

rρpρqEεpuq : εpvq, (3.2)

lpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v, (3.3)

where u P U is equilibrium displacement field of the structure, rρpρq is penalized filtered
design variables called by physical design, b P L2pΩqd denotes the internal force in Ω and
t P L2pΓLq

d is surface force densities on boundary ΓL “ BΩzĎΓD.

In which, U is introduced as the set of kinematically admissible displacements of the struc-
ture that is defined as

U “ tu P H1pΩqd | u |ΓD” 0u. (3.4)

and Ω is generated domain that is defined as

Ω“ tx |ρpxq “ 1u. (3.5)

Typically, to ensure that the bilinear form ap¨; ¨, ¨q is coercive, the physical density is defined
with 0ă ρ! 1 as

rρpρq “ ρ`p1´ρqPpFpρqq, (3.6)

where P : r0,1s Ñ r0,1s is a smooth and invertible penalty function and F is the filtering
procedure that will be discussed in the next chapter. The above formulation includes the
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Figure 2: Geometry for the cantilever beam problem.

case that uses SIMP [3] which is Ppxq “ xp. However in this thesis, we would like to use
physical density variables equation (3.6) as we mentioned in Chapter 1, which uses sρ “ 1
and ρ“ 0

rρpρq “ PpFpρqq, (3.7)

Because we used (3.7) instead of (3.6), the stiffness matrix for the finite element method
will be become singular and the solution for that will be discussed in Chapters 5. In the
following, we will discuss about the topology optimization for the minimization of the
compliance for the cantilever beam.

3.1 The minimization of the compliance for the cantilever beam

First of all, we introduce a material indicator function ρpxq PU , where

U “ tρpxq P L8pΩq | ρpxq P t0,1u a.e. in Ωu, (3.8)

is the set of admissible design variables. The elastic properties varies spatially for any
design ρ PU , that are assumed to be given by ρpxqE. Hence, the bilinear form in (2.19) is
modified as below in order to take the effect of the spatially varying elasticity tensor

apρ;u,vq “
ż

Ω

ρpxqEεpuq : εpvq, x PΩ (3.9)

Hence, the minimum compliance problem is defined

min
ρPU , uPU

lpuq

s.t. : apρ;u,vq “ lpvq, @v P U ,
ż

Ω

ρpxqdxďV,

(3.10)
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Figure 3: The physical density after relaxing as ρpxq P r0,1s.

where V is the limit amount of isotropic material and ρ PU .

However, optimization problem (3.10) is ill-posed in that the problem lacks solutions within
the feasible set of design variable U , i.e. there exists non-convergent minimizing sequences
of elements from U . The most common approach to solve this problem is relaxing the range
of the design variable into the continuum r0,1s, i.e. we replace the set of admissible design
variable U into

xU “ tρ P L8pΩq | ρpxq P r0,1s a.e. in Ωu. (3.11)

On one hand, by using ρ P xU , problem (3.10) will become a convex optimization problem
and guarantee that there exist a unique solution to the optimization problem. On another
hand, that replacement will destroy the design variable with the intermediate values, that
is the optimal design does not satisfy ρ P t0,1u almost every where. In other words, the
obtained design variable by replacing xU into U is not the solution for the original problem.
This problem is demonstrated in Figure 3. There is a lot of intermediate values on the
physical design, that are the ”gray” area on the physical design in Figure 3.

Fortunately, one possible approach which has proven very successful and exceedingly effi-
cient is the so-called SIMP (Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization), in which the design
variables ρ will be replaced with

ρ
1 “ Ppρq, (3.12)

where P : r0,1s Ñ r0,1s is a smooth and invertible penalty function. The penalized design
variable above includes the case that the design variable is penalized using SIMP [3], which
is Ppxq “ xp for some penalty parameter p ą 1. The purpose of this method is to promote
the values 0 and 1 as well as suppress the intermediate values 0 ă ρ ă 1. When p " 1,
SIMP method suppresses intermediate values because the intermediate values contribute
more to the volume constraint (cost more) than to the stiffness of the design. In other
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Figure 4: The physical density with mesh-dependency problem. The left figure is solution
for 96ˆ64 elements discretization and the right figure is solution for 384ˆ256
elements discretization.

words, the optimal designs contain intermediate values are uneconomical designs. The
consequence of using penalization method is that the solutions of optimization problem is
mesh-dependent. It is known that mesh-dependent may be because of lacking of existence
of solutions to the corresponding continuous problem. The mesh-dependency problem is
shown in Figure 4. The left sub-figure and right sub-figure show the optimal topology of a
beam discretized by 96ˆ 64 and 384ˆ 256 finite elements, respectively. The beam in the
right sub-figure includes much more fine-grained structural members compared to the beam
in the left sub-figure. In other words, the mesh-dependency problem is that the granularity
of the optimal topology structure is dependent on mesh-refinement. Meanwhile, by using
the better mesh-refinement, we would like to obtain a better finite element approximation
of the same optimal structure and a better description of boundaries [18]. Furthermore,
there is some areas on the right side of the physical designs in Figure 4 that looks like a
checkerboard, that is also a part of mesh-dependency problem.

The filtering procedure is the most popular technique to acquire the mesh-independent de-
signs. Let rρ denote the physical design

rρpρq “ PpFpρqq (3.13)

where F is the filtering procedure that will be discussed in the next chapter. Figure 5
shows the physical design after using simple mean filter, the physical design is now mesh-
independent. However, this filter seems to be not suitable to this problem because edges
of the physical design is blurred out, that means there exist a lot of intermediate values
of physical density on the edges of physical design. The better filters will be discussed in
Chapter 4.

Eventually, the minimum compliance problem is therefore modified as

min
ρPxU , uPU

lpuq

s.t. : apρ;u,vq “ lpvq, @v P U ,
rρpρq “ PpFpρqq,
ż

Ω

FpρpxqqdxďV,

(3.14)
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Figure 5: The physical density after using mean filter.

where

apρ;u,vq “
ż

Ω

rρpρqEεpuq : εpvq, (3.15)

lpvq “
ż

Ω

b ¨v`
ż

ΓL

t ¨v. (3.16)

3.2 Numerical solution and implementation

3.2.1 Discretization

In this thesis, the four nodes square mesh is used. That is we partition the domain Ω into
N“ nxˆny square elements, where nx and ny is the number of elements in the horizontal and
vertical direction, respectively. Let u“ pu1,u2, ...,uMq

T , where M “ pnx`1qpny`1q be the
vector of degrees of freedom, that associates with the nodes of the elements for the displace-
ment field. The displacements along coordinate axes x,y are defined by the displacement
vector tuu “ tux,uyu. ux,uy are interpolate with the finite element shape functions Ni to
obtain the continuous, piecewise biliniear approximate displacement field as

ux “

M
ÿ

i“1

Niux,i

uy “

M
ÿ

i“1

Niuy,i

(3.17)
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at any point x P Ω. Let tqu “ tux,1,uy,1,ux,2,uy,2, ...u be the vector of nodal displacements,
then the relation between tuu and tqu can be written in a matrix form as

tuu “ rNstqu (3.18)

rNs “
„

N1 0 N2 0 . . . NM 0
0 N1 0 N2 . . . 0 NM



(3.19)

Now, we approximate the design variable ρ with function ρh that are constant on each
element. The degrees of freedom of ρh are denoted by vector ρ “ pρ1,ρ2,ρ3, ...,ρNq

T ,
hence the discrete form of physical design variable can be written as

rρpρq “ PpFpρqq. (3.20)

By applying a finite element method with N element and P “ 2M “ P1`P2 nodes where
P1 is the number of free nodes and P2 is the number of fixed nodes that are located on ΓD.
Hence, the approximation of the solution to weak formulation apρ;u,vq “ lpvq satisfies

Kpρqu“ f, (3.21)

where Kpρq P RP1ˆP1 is the symmetric and positive definite stiffness matrix, u P RP1 and
f P RP1 are the free nodal displacement and load vector, respectively. The stiffness matrix
K can be written as the summation of all element’s stiffness matrices

Kpρq “
N
ÿ

i“1

PpFipρqqKpiq, (3.22)

where Kpiq is the element stiffness matrix corresponding to an element filled with material.

By using fT u as the discrete analogue of compliance, the discrete counterpart optimization
problem (3.14) is defined as

min
pρ,uqPr0,1sNˆRP1

fT u

s.t. : Kpρqu“ f,
1T

NFpρq ď NV,

(3.23)

where 1N “ p1,1, ...,1qT P RN . In the next section, we will discuss about the so-called
optimality criterion (OC) method [3] for solving problem (3.23).

3.3 Condition of optimality

Because of using a gradient based optimization algorithm to solve (3.23), derivatives need
to be calculated. Assume that the filter function F is differentiable, a design perturbation δρ
is introduced to derive an expression for the gradient of objective function. By comparing
with the definition of lpvq in (2.20) one knows that the load vector f is design independent.
Hence, the fist order of the objective function gradient in (3.23) is given by [19]

δpfT uq “ fT
δu, (3.24)
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where δu is the first order perturbation of the displacement vector. By substitute f as discrete
equilibrium equation (3.21) and exploit the symmetry of Kpρq, one find that

δpfT uq “ uT Kpρqδu. (3.25)

We now find for the relation between the first equilibrium of u and Kpρq. From the discrete
equilibrium equation (3.21), one can find out that

0“ δpKpρqu´ fq “ δKpρqu`Kpρqδu (3.26)

Hence, we multiply both sides of (3.26) by uT on the left side then we obtain

uT
δKpρqu`uT Kpρqδu“ 0 (3.27)

The equation (3.25) and the expression (3.27) yields that

δpfT uq “ ´uT
δKpρqu. (3.28)

By using the expression (3.22), the gradient of Kpρq is evaluated by

δKpρq “
BKpρq
Bρ j

δρ j “

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

KpiqP1pFipρqq
BFi

Bρ j

¸

δρ j. (3.29)

Substitute (3.29) into (3.28), we finally get

δpfT uq “

˜

B

Bρ j
fT u

¸

δρ j

“

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

`

´uT Kpiqu
˘

P1pFipρqq
BFi

Bρ j

¸

δρ j.

(3.30)

Then we rewrite the expression (3.30) into

δpfT uq
δρ j

“

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

`

´uT Kpiqu
˘

P1pFipρqq
BFi

Bρ j

¸

. (3.31)

The expression (3.31) is the j-th component of ∇pfT uq. Besides the gradient of the volume
constraint function from (3.23) can be found by direct analyzation.

The computation of all derivatives of the objective function above facilitates an applying
the OC method [3] to solve our the optimization problem. From the necessary condition
of optimality for problem (3.23), it obeys that there is a Λ ě 0 such that for those j where
0ă ρ j ă 1,

δpfT uq
δρ j

`Λ“ 0. (3.32)

where Λą 0 is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the volume constrain

1T
n Fpρq ď nV. (3.33)
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The optimality criterion algorithm update the design variable ρ during each step to reduce
the objective function while satisfying the constraints. The update starts by guessing the
value of Lagrange multiplier Λą 0. Hence the quantity

B j “´
δpfT uq{δρ j

Λ
, (3.34)

is checked at each element. That means the algorithm attempts to increase ρ j when B j ą 1
and decrease it otherwise B j ă 1; this only occurs if the update does not violate the bounds
on ρ. In explicit terms, the optimality criterion update as the following scheme [17]

ρ j`1 “

$

’

&

’

%

maxtρ j´ζ,0u if ρ jB
η

j ďmaxtρ j´ζ,0u
mintρ j`ζ,1u if ρ jB

η

j ěmaxtρ j`ζ,1u
ρ jB

η

j otherwise,

(3.35)

where η is tuning parameter (to soften the amount of update) and ζ is a move limit. Both η

and ζ control the changes that can take place at each iteration step and they can be adjustable
for efficiency of the method. The numerical implementation in this thesis use η “ 0.5 and
ζ“ 0.2 [20]. The first two cases in (3.35) are used for ensuring the bounds on ρ (0ď ρď 1)
and limiting the size of the update at each design element through ζ. After that, the volume
constrain is checked and the value of Λ is adjusted using a bisection method. The bisection
method is that if the volume is too large, Λ will be increased and vice versa if the volume is
too small, Λ will be decreased.

However, as we mentioned above, there is a consequence of using penalization method,
that is the solutions of optimization problem is mesh-dependent. In the next chapter, the
nonlinear filters are used as the solution for that problem.
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4 Nonlinear filters in topology optimization

The so-called mesh dependency problem is sometimes due to lack of existence of solutions
to the corresponding continuous problem. There is several approaches to solve this prob-
lem; however, in this report we only consider a well-known techniques to achieve mesh-
independent design that is filtering procedure. Filtering procedure are commonly classified
as either sensitivity filtering or density filtering, that the gradient of the objective function
are filtered or the design variables are filtered, respectively. As a part of this report, the
density filtering procedure is used. The existence on solutions to a continuous version of
the linearly filtered penalized minimum compliance problem was shown by Bourdin [21].
However, there is disadvantage of the linear filter, in which the linear filter counteracts the
penalization by producing a relative large areas of intermediate design variables for the
physical design.

Fortunately, there is a number of nonlinear filter that reduces the amount of intermediate
densities has been researched recently ([22], [23], [16] and [24]). Furthermore, the class of
generalized fW-mean filters that contains most useful filters used for topology optimization
have been introduced to harmonize the use of filters [20]. In order to obtain the filters with
desirable properties, the cascaded fW-mean filters is applied ([20] and [16]).

4.1 Conditions of filters and their implications

In the article [20], they show some typical requirements on a general filter function F :
r0,1sN Ñ r0,1sN and the filtered design is Fpρq. The first requirement is the range must be
conforming, that is

Fpρq P r0,1sN . (4.1)

Furthermore, they also satisfy the requirement that the function F is coordinate-wise and
component-wise non-decreasing; that is, for any i, j and any coefficient δ ě 0, we require
that

Fipρ`δe jq ě Fipρq, (4.2)

where e j is the jth basis vector of RN . The idea of condition (4.2) is that increasing a design
variable should not decrease any value in the filtered design. The conditions (4.1) and (4.2)
imply that

Fip0Nq ď Fipρq ď Fip1Nq, (4.3)

where 0N “ p0,0, ...,0qT P RN and 1N “ p1,1, ...,1qT P RN . The condition (4.3) expresses
that if binary filtered design is able to attain (the filtered design is able to attain the values 0
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or 1), it forces to require the condition

Fp0Nq “ 0N ,

Fp1Nq “ 1N .
(4.4)

It is also natural to require a condition that the filtered design in element i is strictly increas-
ing with the density in that element. A rather weaker assumption to guarantee sensitivity to
design changes, that is to require that for each ρ P r0,1qN there exists an i and a j such that
Fipρ is strictly increasing in ρ j in the vicinity of ρ. In particularly, for any sufficiently small
positive δ there exists εą 0 such that

Fipρ`δe jq ą Fipρq, @0ă δă ε. (4.5)

In the previous chapters, we have used the gradient based optimization algorithm; hence
there is necessary condition that is filter functions F is differentiable. In this case, the
condition (4.2) turns into

BFi

Bρ j
ě 0. (4.6)

In addition, the requirement (4.5) may be replaced by the more restrictive requirement. That
is: For each ρ, there exists an i and a j such that

BFi

Bρ j
pρq ą 0. (4.7)

Another desirable property of a filter is volume-preservation, that is if

1T
NFpρq “ 1T

Nρ, @ρ P r0,1sN . (4.8)

The explicit advantage of using a volume-preserving filter is that the volume constraint can
by applied directly into the design variables ρ.

4.2 The class of fW-mean filters

In this section, a short summary on fW-mean filters is discussed [20]. The fW-mean filters
take the form

Fpρq “ f´1pWfpρqq, (4.9)

where function f : r0,1sÑR is a smooth and invertible function with non-zero derivatives;
in which fpρq “ p f pρ1q, f pρ2q, ..., f pρNqq

T P RN and W P RNˆN is a weight matrix with
non-negative entries such that

W1N “ 1N . (4.10)

We note that because

wi j ą 0ðñ j PNi, (4.11)
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where the neighborhood Ni Ă 1,2, ...,N of element i is defined by the weight matrix W im-
plicitly. It is common to use a neighbourhood shape N Ă Rd to define the neighbourhoods

Ni “ t j : x j´ xi PN u, i P t1,2, ...,Nu, (4.12)

where xi P Rd , i P t1,2, ...,Nu are the element centroids. By using the equal weights within
neighbourhood, then

W“ D´1G, (4.13)

where D“ diagp|N1|, |N2|, ..., |NN |q
T and G is the neighbourhood matrix with entries

gi j “

#

1 if and only if j PNi,

0 otherwise.
(4.14)

The i j entries of the Jacobian ∇F of the fW-mean filters is given by

BFi

Bρ j
“ wi j

f 1pρ jq

f 1pFipρqq
ě 0, (4.15)

where the equality will occurs if and only if wi j “ 0. In other words, the inequality is strictly
provided wi j ą 0, that is when j is in the neighbourhood of i.

Furthermore, all fW-mean filters have the property of mapping a vector with equal entries
to itself, that is for any c P r0,1s

Fpc1Nq “ c1N . (4.16)

However, in generally the fW-mean filters do not obey the volume-preservation, that is

Dρ P r0,1sN such that 1T
NFpρq ‰ 1T

Nρ. (4.17)

In addition, there exists some fW-mean filter types that are not covered in the above fW-
mean filter framework above. However, those filters can be fitted into the generalized fW-
mean filter framework [20], that is

Fpρq “ gpWfpρqq, (4.18)

in which the function f´1 in (4.9) is replaced by a smooth function g : f pr0,1sq Ñ r0,1s
that obeys gp f p0qq “ 0 and gp f p1qq “ 1.

4.3 Octagonal neighbourhood

In the previous sections, we have used a neighbourhood shape N for finding the neighbour-
hood elements in order to evaluate the weight matrix W. The octagonal shaped neighbour-
hood in two-dimension is used [25]. As we mention above, the domain is partitioned into
N “ nxˆ ny element. With the positive filter radius r that satisfies r ă nx{2 and r ă ny{2,
the two elements with center positions p1 “ px1,y1q and p2 “ px2,y2q are neighbours if

#

maxt|x1´ x2|, |y1´ y2|u ď rh,
|x1´ x2|` |y1´ y2| ď pr`qqh

(4.19)
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Figure 6: Octagonal shaped neighbourhood with filter radius r “ 10 elements and param-
eter q“ 4 elements.

where 0 ă q ă r is an integer that is used to define the neighbourhood shape. That means,
q “ 0 corresponds to a diamond shaped neighbourhood, q “ r corresponds to a square
neighbourhood shape. In our case, the values of q is chosen as the nearest integer to p2r`
1q{p2

?
2`2q to make the sides of the octagonal shaped neighbourhood to be essentially the

same length as 2q«
?

2pr`1{2´qq. For example, the figure 6 below show the octagonal
shaped neighbourhoods with r “ 10 and then q“ 4 elements.

4.4 Sensitivity evaluation

The effect of the filter on the sensitivities is found by determining vT ∇Fpρq for some vector
v PRN . In the experiments, v is the gradient of the objective function or a constraint function
with respect to the filtered design. By using the expression (4.15) we can find that

N
ÿ

i“1

vi
BFipρq

Bρ j
“

N
ÿ

i“1

viwi j
f 1pρ jq

f 1pFipρqq
“ f 1pρ jq

N
ÿ

i“1

wi j
vi

f 1pFipρqq
. (4.20)

In other words, in order to modify sensitivities we need to implement matrix multiplication
by WT . For the special case of equivalent weighting within the neighbourhoods, matrix
multiplication by WT can be changed into matrix multiplication by GT . If the neighbour-
hoods matrix are symmetric, then GT “ G and we can exploit that symmetry to apply the
same summation algorithm for both filtering and sensitivity calculation.
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4.5 Cascaded fW-mean filters

However, in order to get filters with the desirable properties, the cascaded fW-mean filters
are introduced [20]. Assume that we have a family of N fW-mean filters, hence

FpKqpρq “ f´1
K

´

WpKqfKpρq
¯

, K P t1,2, ...,nu. (4.21)

We define the cascaded filter function of order K that is denoted by CpKq : r0,1sN Ñr0,1sN

to be the composition

CpKq “ FpKq ˝FpK´1q ˝ ...˝Fp1q, (4.22)

and we also denote

ρpKq “ CpKqpρq. (4.23)

Therefore, the cascaded filter is applied sequentially

ρpKq “ FpKq
´

CpK´1qpρq
¯

“ FpKq
´

ρpK´1q
¯

, (4.24)

where we use ρp0q “ ρ.

Because of using gradient based optimization algorithm, we should modify sensitivities in
the case of a cascade of n fW-mean filters by computing vT ∇Cpnqpρq. In order to implement
that, assume that ně 2 and let vpnq “ v, by combining (4.23) and (4.24) as well as applying
the chain rule [20]

N
ÿ

i“1

vpnqi
B

Bρ j
Cpnqi pρq “

N
ÿ

i“1

vpnqi
B

Bρ j

´

Fpnqi

´

Cpn´1qpρq
¯¯

“

N
ÿ

i“1

vpnqi

N
ÿ

k“1

BFpnqi
Bρk

∣∣∣∣∣
ρpn´1q

B

Bρ j
Cpn´1q

k pρq

“

N
ÿ

k“1

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

vpnqi
BFpnqi
Bρk

∣∣∣∣∣
ρpn´1q

¸

B

Bρ j
Cpn´1q

k pρq

“

N
ÿ

k“1

vpn´1q
k

B

Bρ j
Cpn´1q

k pρq,

(4.25)

where vpn´1q
k in the last step denotes

vpn´1q
k “

N
ÿ

i“1

vpnqi
BFpnqi
Bρk

∣∣∣∣∣
ρpn´1q

. (4.26)

The first and last lines of expression (4.25) have similar form. The expression (4.25) is
evaluated by repeating the steps until the order of cascade in the last line is 1. Therefore,
one can conclude that computing vT ∇Cpnqpρq corresponds to computing the vectors vK´1

sequentially as

vpK´1q
k “

N
ÿ

i“1

vpKqi
BFpKqi
Bρk

∣∣∣∣∣
ρpK´1q

, K “ N,N´1, ...,1, (4.27)

where as above vpnq “ v. The right hand side of (4.25) is the same form with (4.20).

However, because of sing the physical design as (3.20), the linear elastic problem may not
be unique solvable. The solution for that problem will be discussed in the next chapter.
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5 Preconditioning of the linear system

Kasolis [26] proved that, if we use the physical design as (3.6) with ρ P p0,1{2s and h P p0,1s
the stiffness matrix Kpρq associated with finite element of linear elastic problems (2.35)
satisfies

condpKpρqq ďCh´2
ρ
´1. (5.1)

However, we would like to use ρ“ 0 and it will cause that

condpKpρqq Ñ8. (5.2)

We propose the solution to this problem is precondition the stiffness matrix. In this chapter,
we introduce the precondtioner D as

D“ diag

˜

1
B1

,
1

B2
, ...,

1
BN

¸

, (5.3)

where

Bi “
ÿ

tn|supppϕiqYEn‰Hu

ρn. (5.4)

Hence, the linear system (3.21) is modified as

D´1{2KpρqD´1{2
ru“ D´1{2f, (5.5)

or the reduced expression

rKpρqru“rf, (5.6)

where

rKpρq “ D´1{2KpρqD´1{2, (5.7)
rf“ D´1{2f, (5.8)

u“ D´1{2
ru. (5.9)

For example: Consider a bar occupying the interval I “ r0,Ls and subjected to a line load f .
We would like to find the vertical displacement u of the bar. The equilibrium displacement
of the bar is the solution to the following variational problem.

Find u P V “ tv : }v}L2pIq ă8,}v1}L2pIq ă8u such that

apρ;u,vq “ lpvq, @v P V. (5.10)
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Figure 7: One-dimension geometry of the minimization of compliance for a bar.

Where the energy bilinear form ap¨, ¨q and the load linear form lp¨q are

apρ;u,vq “
ż L

0
rρpρqAEu1v1dx, (5.11)

lpvq “
ż L

0
bvdx. (5.12)

The problem (5.10) is discretized in order to be solve by finite element method. We partition
the domain I in to N “ 3 intervals with M “ 4 nodes as demonstrated geometry in Figure
7. The physical design of the first element should be one because it is attached on the wall.
Let u“ pu1,u2,u3,u4q

T and by using interpolation with the finite element shape function φi,
the displacement field uhpxq is defined as the continuous, piecewise bilinear approximation

uhpxq “
4
ÿ

j“1

u jφ jpxq, i“ 1, ...,4, (5.13)

at any point x P I. Let ρ“ pρ1,ρ2,ρ3q
T denotes the degrees of freedom for design variables

ρ, then the physical design can be defined as (3.20). That is rρpρq “ PpFpρqq. Hence, the
problem (5.10) is approximated by solving linear system

Kpρqu“ f, (5.14)

where the Kpρq is stiffness matrix that can be computed by using test function v “ φi, i “
1, ...,4

Ki j “

ż L

0
PpFpρqqAEφ

1
jφ
1
idx, (5.15)

and f is load vector that is defined as

fi “

ż L

0
bφidx. (5.16)

The stiffness matrix (5.15) can be formed by summing all the element stiffness matrices
Kpiq

Kpρq “
3
ÿ

i“1

PpFipρqqKpiq. (5.17)
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The element stiffness matrix Kpiq is defined as in [1]

Kpiq “
AE
hi

„

1 ´1
´1 1



. (5.18)

Substitute expression (5.18) into (5.17) then we can determine the stiffness matrix

Kpρq “
AE
h

»

—

—

–

rρ1 ´rρ1 0 0
´rρ1 rρ1`rρ2 ´rρ2 0

0 ´rρ2 rρ2`rρ3 ´rρ3
0 0 ´rρ3 rρ3

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(5.19)

“
AE
h

»

—

—

–

1 ´1 0 0
´1 1`rρ2 ´rρ2 0
0 ´rρ2 rρ2`rρ3 ´rρ3
0 0 ´rρ3 rρ3

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(5.20)

where rρ“ PpFpρqq “ prρ1,rρ2,rρ3q
T is the vector of physical design and h1 “ h2 “ h3 “ h is

the mesh size. Here, we assume that rρ1 “ 1 because it contains the first node that is fixed
node.

We then apply the essential boundary condition u “ 0 at x “ 0, that mean u1 “ 0. The
stiffness matrix is reduced into Krpρq

Krpρq “
AE
h

»

–

1`rρ2 ´rρ2 0
´rρ2 rρ2`rρ3 ´rρ3

0 ´rρ3 rρ3

fi

fl (5.21)

In order to find the condition number of Krpρq, we need to compute its inverse

K´1
r pρq “

h
AE

»

—

–

1 1 1
1 1` 1

rρ2
1` 1

rρ2

1 1` 1
rρ2

1` 1
rρ2
` 1

rρ3

fi

ffi

fl

. (5.22)

Therefore, we can find the condition number of stiffness matrix with out preconditioning is

condpKrq “ }Kr}8}K´1
r }8 (5.23)

“

˜

max
1ďiď3

3
ÿ

j“1

|Ki j|

¸˜

max
1ďiď4

3
ÿ

j“1

|Kp´1q
i j |

¸

, (5.24)

“maxp1`2rρ2,2rρ2`2rρ3q

˜

3`
2
rρ2
`

1
rρ3

¸

, (5.25)

“ 2
´

maxp0.5`rρ2,rρ2`rρ3q

¯

˜

3`
2
rρ2
`

1
rρ3

¸

, (5.26)

where Ki j and Kp´1q
i j is the entries of matrix Kpρq and K´1pρq, respectively; and condpKrq

denotes condition number of stiffness matrix Kr. The expression (5.26) shows that the
condition number of Kr depends on rρ3 and it will go to infinity if either rρ2 or rρ3 is zero. In
other words, there exists no solution to this problem.
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Now we consider the stiffness matrix with preconditioning as

rKpρqru“rf, (5.27)

where

rKpρq “ D´1{2KpρqD´1{2 (5.28)
rf“ D´1{2f (5.29)

u“ D´1{2
ru (5.30)

First of all, we need to find preconditioner matrix D. That is computed as

Dii “

#

rρi´1`rρi if 1ă iă N,

rρi if i“ 1,N.
. (5.31)

Hence, matrix D is

D“

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
0 1`rρ2 0 0
0 0 rρ2`rρ3 0
0 0 0 rρ3

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(5.32)

By substituting (5.32) into (5.28) we get

rKpρq “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 ´ 1?
rρ2`1

0 0

´ 1?
rρ2`1

1 ´
rρ2?

p1`rρ2qprρ2`rρ3q
0

0 ´
rρ2?

p1`rρ2qprρ2`rρ3q
1 ´

?
rρ3?

rρ2`rρ3

0 0 ´

?
rρ3?

rρ2`rρ3
1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(5.33)

As above, we also apply the essential boundary condition to reduce the stiffness matrix into

rKrpρq “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1 ´
rρ2?

p1`rρ2qprρ2`rρ3q
0

´
rρ2?

p1`rρ2qprρ2`rρ3q
1 ´

?
rρ3?

rρ2`rρ3

0 ´

?
rρ3?

rρ2`rρ3
1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (5.34)

Then its inverse matrix is computed as

rK
´1
r pρq “

»

—

—

–

rρ2`1
a

prρ2`1qprρ2`rρ3q
a

prρ2`1qrρ3
a

prρ2`1qprρ2`rρ3q 1`rρ2`rρ3`
rρ3
rρ2

prρ2`1q
?
prρ2`rρ3qrρ3
rρ2

a

prρ2`1qrρ3
prρ2`1q

?
prρ2`rρ3qrρ3
rρ2

1`rρ3`
rρ3
rρ2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (5.35)

Because of the complexity of computing condition number of stiffness matrix after precon-
ditioning rKrpρq, we therefore analyze the condition number of rKrpρq further by demon-
strating it in the surface plot as figure 8 of a function of rρ2 and rρ3 where prρ2,rρ3q P r0,1s2.
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Figure 8: The surface plot for the variation of condition number of stiffness matrix with
preconditioning as the function of rρ2 and rρ3.

Figure 9: Geometry of the minimization of compliance for a 1D bar when rρ2 “ ε, rρ3 “ 1
and εÑ 0.

Figure 8 shows that, the condition number of rKrpρq heavily depends on rρ3 when rρ2 “ 0.
Hence, we consider in two cases. The first one is rρ2 “ 0 and rρ3 “ 1 and the second one is
rρ2 “ rρ3 “ 0.

On one hand, the condition number will go to infinity if rρ2 “ 0 and rρ3 “ 1. However, it is
reasonable because there is no connection between the first element and the third element
(see Figure 9). Therefore, we cannot find the equilibrium displacement field for this prob-
lem. On another hand, when rρ2 “ rρ3 “ 0, the linear system will be well-conditioned if
f2 “ f3 “ 0 because there is no reason to apply a force in to the void. This case is illustrated
in Figure 10.

Furthermore, when rρ2 ą 0 the condition number drops significantly as well as it reduces
with the descending order of rρ3. Therefore, we can conclude that there exists a solution to
the problems after using preconditioning approach.
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Figure 10: Geometry of the minimization of compliance for a 1D bar when rρ2 “ rρ3 “ ε,
εÑ 0.
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6 Numerical experiments and results

The experiment is performed as considering the minimization of the compliance for the
cantilever beam problems in the domain in 2. The beam is held along the left hand side that
is the boundary portion denoted ΓD in the figure. A downward vertical force is distributed
uniformly over ΓF that is the middle 10% of the beam’s right side boundary. We used SIMP
that is Ppxq “ xp with p “ 3 as our penalization method. The optimality criteria method is
used to minimized the compliance with damping parameter ν“ 1{2.

In all experiments, the open-close (open followed by close) filtering procedure over octag-
onal shaped neighbourhoods. More particularly, the harmonic open-close filter as cascade
of four fW-mean filters that is defined by [20].

f1pxq “ f4pxq “
1

x`α
, (6.1)

f2pxq “ f3pxq “
1

1´ x`α
, (6.2)

and gK “ f´1
K , for K “ 1,2, ..4.

In which, the fixed parameter α “ 10´4 is used. The experiments is performed on the
different size domains which is 384ˆ256 and 768ˆ512 elements and the volume fraction
is V “ 0.5. The figure 11 and 12 is show the results of the optimized cantilever beams using
different neighbourhood sizes. In order to evaluate results of optimized physical design by
using our approach. The physical design is evaluate by ”measuring of discreteness”. Hence,
a so-called ”measure of non-discreteness” quantity Mnd was introduced by Sigmund in [16]
as

Mnd “
4FpρqT p1N´Fpρqq

N
ˆ100 P r0,1s, (6.3)

to quantify the discreteness of a physical design. In other words, if there are no elements
with intermediate density values, Mnd is 0 % and if there are all elements with density values
is 0.5, that is the physical design is totally grey, Mnd is 1 %.

Figure 11 shows the optimized cantilever beams with the relative ratio is 1 between the
filter radius in the open and close step on the different size domains. The top figure is
the result of topology optimization for 384ˆ 256 elements domain after 100 iterations of
optimizing and the measure of non-discreteness of the physical design is 0.13%. On the
bottom figure, the experiment was performed on 768ˆ 512 elements domain and it took
98 iterations to optimize and the final measure of non-discreteness of the physical design is
0.21 %. Comparing these two figures, we can see the smaller size domain had jagged edges
while the bigger one had smooth edges. Therefore the larger domain size is, the better
physical design will be obtained.

In Figure 12, the upper-right and upper-left cantilever beams took 399 and 378 iterations to
be optimized, respectively. The lower-left took 66 iterations and the lower-right took 392
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Figure 11: Cantilever beams optimized using 384ˆ256 (top) and 768ˆ512 (bottom) ele-
ments and different harmonic open-close filter. The octagonal neighbourhoods
are indicated in the upper-right corner of each sub-figure. The relative ratio
between the filter radius used in the open and close step is 1.

iterations. The measure of non-discreteness of a physical design of the upper-left one is
0.17 %, the upper-right is 0.39 %, the lower-left and the lower-right are 0.09 %, 0.35 %
respectively. These figures show the effect of filter radius on the physical designs.

The figure 13 illustrates the changes of condition number during each iteration. It is easy
to see that without preconditioning, the condition number of stiffness matrix rockets to
infinity rapidly; meanwhile with preconditioning, the condition number stays stably at very
low values.
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Figure 12: Cantilever beam optimized using 768ˆ 512 elements and different harmonic
open-close filter. The octagonal neighbourhoods are indicated in the upper-
right corner of each sub-figure. The relative ratio between the filter radius used
in the open and close step of two top and bottom sub-figures and is 4 and 1/4
respectively.
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Figure 13: The variation of condition number of stiffness matrix with and without precon-
ditioning during topology optimization iterations.
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7 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have reviewed, analyzed and implement the topology optimization ma-
terial distribution on the minimizing the compliance problem with zero lower bound on
physical design by using preconditioning technique. The most theory and analyzing have
been discussed along with the numerical solution except the general analytical theory on
the use of the preconditioning method.

However, we have shown that there exists the solution of using the physical design with ρ“

0 for the minimization of compliance for the cantilever beam problem through the example
of the one-dimension linear elastic problem. The non-existence and non-uniqueness of solu-
tion when using lower bound ρ“ 0 have shown in according to theorems that are proving in
[26]. After using the preconditioning, the linear system became well-conditioned. The min-
imization compliance of cantilever beam problem in two-dimension was also implemented
from a many thousands elements scale topology optimization. The filtering procedure that
is a cascaded of four fW-mean filter that were mentioned in [20] is used to gain a mesh-
independent solution. That is shown in the results that the physical design is almost black
and white. Because of limitation of my computer, I have not experimented on the large-
scale problems. There is only 768ˆ 512 elements of problems have done with different
filters radius.

In the future work, we will attempts to prove analytically the preconditioning method for the
use of the zero lower bound of physical design as well as try to use different morphology-
based filters.
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